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SEVERAL different equations for the displacement of an image on a tilted
photograph have been derived by various authors in the past. This displace

ment has been computed as:1 ,2,3

and

d = f[ tan (a + t) - tan a - 2 tan tt]

d' = f[tan {3 - tan ({3 - t) - 2 tan ttl.

(1)

(2)

In somewhat simpler equations the image displacement has also been com·
pu ted as:4 ,5 ,6

(ia)2
d = ----'---

f .-- - za
sin t

, (ib) 2
d = ----='----

f 'b--+z
sin t

(3)

(4)

Where,
d = the displacement for an image, parallel to the principai line and due to tilt,

on the upper side of a photograph
d' = the displacement for an image, parallel to the principal line and due to tilt,

on the lower side of a photograph.
All of the other symbols used in the above equations are illustrated in the

figure.
Equations (3) and (4) are equivalent to equations (1) and (2) respectively.
The purpose of this article is to show a more direct and shorter method than

has been used by Messrs. R. O. Anderson and J, L. Rihn for the derivation of
this image displacement due to tilt. The derivation offered makes use of propor
tional triangles and the application of some basic principles in geometry and
trigonometry.

Considering the isocenter, i, as the center of rotation, swing'an arc from point
a on the tilted photograph so as to intersect the equivalent vertical photograph
at a point c. The distances ia and ic are therefore equal and the isosceles triangle
iac is thereby formed having two sides equal to +r.

* Published by permission of The Director, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
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Sectional view of the.contact print of a tilted
photograph in the principal plane.

FIGURE 1
Symbols-used in th(figure·are defined as follows:
t =angle of tilt
p=principal point
i=isocenter
n=nadir point
0= perspective center (lens)
j=focallength of photograph
a = L pOa = angle at the perspective center 0 measured counter-clockwise from the photograph

perpendicular to any point a on the upper side of the photograph
fJ = L pOb = angle at the perspective center 0 measured clockwise from the photograph per

pendicular to any point b on the lower side of the photograph
a, b= images of ground points in the principal plane of the photograph

a', b'=corresponding points on the equivalent vertical photograph
+r=distance ia=distance ic
-r = distance ib =c1istance ie

d=the displacement for an image, parallel to the principal line and due to tilt, on the upper
sid~ of a photograph

d' = the displacement for an image, parallel to the principal line and due to tilt, on the lower
side of a photograph

In the isosceles triangle iac,

L Oip
t

= 90° - _.
2

L iac = 90° - .!- .
2

Therefore lines Oi and ac are parallel (corresponding opposite interior angles)
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and,

f::" Oia' is therefore similar to f::" aca'.

By proportion,

d ac

r + d Oi

However,

ac = 2r sin it
f

Oi = --.
cos it

Substituting,

d 2r sin it
--=---
r + d f

cos it
r2 sin it cos it

d = (r + d).
f

By trigonometry,

2 sin it cos it = sin t.
Therefore,

r sin t(r + d)
d=-----

f
df = r 2 sin t + dr sin t

d(j - r sin t) = r2 sin t

r 2 sin t
d=---

f - r sin t

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by sin t,

d=-----
f

---r
sin t
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(5)

This form of the equation applies to both sides of the photograph when the
algebraic sign of r is observed. The equation is exactly the same as equations
(3) and (4), the values of ia and ib being equal to +r and -r respectively.

Equation (5) is usually expressed in an approximate form when computing
the value of d for either side of a single lens photograph having a tilt angle of
less than 3°.

r 2 sin t
d=--'

f
(6)

Equation (6) is logical due to the fact that the subtractive value of r in the
denominator of equation (5) has only a small effect on the value of d because of
the much larger values of r 2 andf/sin t.


